
 
 

Reduction 

Reason 

Code 

Title/Description Expanded Explanation and Who to Call 

012 No Corresponding Nomination Used by operators to declare that they do not have a corresponding nomination on their system to support the 

off-system supply or off-system market request coming from the KM pipeline shipper.  Contact your counter 

party at the location where you received this code. 

BMP Bump Higher Priority service level takes the space of lower priority previously scheduled transaction. 

CBL Contract Balancing Will typically be placed on the Transport (Current Business) portion of a transaction reflecting that the transport 

contract is being balanced as a result of an upstream or downstream reduction.   

Contact your upstream or downstream counter party, based on the direction of the reduction. 

CNM Customer Nomination 

Mismatch 

  

Used in buy/sell transaction streams where the nominated volumes between the buyer and seller do not match.  

Both the buyer and the seller are notified of this nomination mismatch situation.  

Contact your Buy/Sell counter party for additional information. 

CPR Confirming Party Reduction Used when an operator under confirms off-system supply or off-system market transactions at their location(s).   

Contact the operator of the location where you received this code, for additional information. 

FMJ Force Majeure Used when an event is declared a force majeure according to the pipeline’s tariff definition of a “Force 

Majeure.” 

HRY Hourly Reduction Used as reductions to HEEN on Flowing Gas nominations and/or Hourly contract nominations 

LOR Location Off Rate: Operator 

Underperformance 

Used within a transaction stream when supplier's confirmations exceed the quantities actually being delivered 

into the pipeline or market’s confirmations exceed the quantities actually being taken off the pipeline.  

NGD No Gas Downstream Used in any transaction stream to tell a shipper that their downstream market has been interrupted.  .  Contact 

your downstream party for additional information. 

NGU No Gas Upstream Used in any transaction stream to tell a shipper that their upstream supply has been interrupted.   

Contact your upstream party for additional information. 

PAL Park and Loan Reduction Used when a PAL nomination exceeds the cumulative Park and Loan contract limit. 

PCC Pipeline Capacity Constraint Used when the total of all nominations exceeds the designated physical flow capacity of the pipeline on any of 

the pipeline’s segments.    

PLM Pipeline Maintenance Used when pipeline segment flow capacity is reduced, as a result of maintenance, and the total of all 

nominations exceeds the reduced pipeline volume flow capabilities on that segment. 

PRD Confirming Party Reduction at 

Delivery Location 

Used within a nomination transaction stream to advise a shipper that there was a confirming party reduction at 

the transaction stream’s ultimate delivery location.   

Contact your downstream counter party for additional information. 

PRR Confirming Party Reduction at 

Receipt Location 

Used within a nomination transaction stream to advise a shipper that there was a confirming party reduction at 

the transaction stream’s ultimate receipt location.   

Contact your upstream counter party for additional information. 


